
TYPE Mag FAQ

What are TYPE A magazines and which stocks are they compa ble with?

TYPE  A magazines  are  compa ble  with  and  interchangeable  among  the original  AA700 and AA1500

Precision Short Ac on Stocks. Care must be taken to load the correct ammuni on into the correct ac on

or  chamber.  AA223  magazines  will  work  with  .223  based  ac on  rifles;  AA308  magazines  will  work

with .308 based ac on rifles. WARNING: Do not load ammuni on into a rifle that does not match the

caliber marking on the firearm.

TYPE A magazines: AA223 01, AA223-A1, AA223-A2, AA308 01, AA308-A1

Compa ble with these stocks:  AA700A, AA700A-DT, AA700A-OD, AA700B, AA700C, AA1500, AA1500-DT,

AA1500-OD, AA1500C

EXAMPLE: I have a Remington 700 in a .308 based ac on, I also have a Remington 700 in the .223 based

ac on. I can purchase the AA700A/B or C and the stock will fit on either rifle, however I must use the

correct magazine type, AA308 magazines will only work with the .308 based ac on and AA223 magazines

will only work with the .223 based ac on. I CANNOT use the AA223 in a .308 based ac on rifle. I CANNOT

use the AA308 in a .223 based ac on rifle.

What are TYPE B magazines and which stocks are they compa ble with?

TYPE B magazines are compa ble with and interchangeable among the AA98 and AAT3 (coming soon)

long ac on stocks. We will be releasing a magnum version of the short ac on that will be interchangeable

between the standard and magnum. WARNING: Do not load ammuni on into a rifle that does not match

the caliber marking on the firearm.

TYPE B magazines: AA8MM 01, AA8MM-A1

Compa ble with these stocks: AA98, AA98-DT, AA98-OD, AAT3 (coming soon)

EXAMPLE: Coming Soon.

What are TYPE C magazines and which stocks are they compa ble with?

TYPE C magazines are compa ble with and interchangeable among the Precision Elite Long Ac on Stocks.

Care must be taken to load the correct ammuni on into the correct ac on or chamber.

AAMLA magazines will work with MAGNUM caliber long ac on rifles; AASLA magazines will work with

STANDARD caliber long ac on rifles. WARNING: Do not load ammuni on into a rifle that does not match

the caliber marking on the firearm. 

TYPE C magazines: AAMLA 05, AAMLA 10, AAMLA-A17 (Coming soon), AASLA 05, AASLA 10, AASLA-A20

(Coming soon).

Compa ble  with  these  stocks:  AA700SLA,  AA700SLA-DT,  AA700SLA-OD,  AA700MLA,  AA700MLA-DT,

AA700MLA-OD, AA1500SLA, AA1500SLA-DT, AA1500SLA-OD, AA1500MLA, AA1500MLA-DT, AA1500MLA-

OD 

EXAMPLE: I have a Remington 700 in a .30-06 based ac on, I also have a Remington 700 in the .300 WIN

Magnum based ac on. I can purchase the AA700SLA and the stock will fit on either rifle, however I must
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use the correct magazine type, AASLA magazines will only work with the .30-06 based ac on and AAMLA

magazines will only work with the .300 WIN Magnum based ac on. I CANNOT use the AAMLA in a .30-06

ac on rifle – VERY DANGEROUS – and vice versa.

What are TYPE D magazines (coming soon) and which stocks are they compa ble with?

TYPE D magazines are compa ble with and interchangeable among the new Precision Elite Short Ac on

Stocks. We will be releasing a magnum version of the short ac on that will be interchangeable between

the standard and magnum. WARNING: Do not load ammuni on into a rifle that does not match the

caliber marking on the firearm.

TYPE D magazines: AA133-05, AA133-10, AA135-A20 

Compa ble with these stocks: AA700SA, AA1500SA, AAS10 

EXAMPLE: Coming Soon.

Our website offers you a wide variety of hunting & shooting products at affordable prices.
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